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EVALUATION PLAN

Oveview

The evaluation plan is basically one'of measuring the effectiveness of

the nine revised cluster units in 4oject AWAKE. The main thrust otthe

-
evaluation will address4itself to measuring the program's progression

toward the stated objectives of the project. Inasmuch as activities and

methodology in the project are crucial teacher and pupil componehts, an

evaluation using expert opinion by individuals outside the program will

be undertaken. This aspect of the evaluation will be preferential in

nature.,

Career awareness (content defined as career concepts) of pupils in all

grade levels, K-6, will be evaluated. Separate tests will be'designed'

for the various cluster units uekd by pupils in Kindergarten through.

grade 4.

In grades 5 and 6 the Career Awareness Inventory developed by the Cornell

Institute for Research and Development in Occupational Education will be

adMinistered to all pupils for coMparison,with national_nermq. Teacher

and administrator attitudes and. opinions will be evaluated through the

use of questionnaires, opinionaires and interviews.

Comparability of pupils in the project with pupils not participating in
,

the project will be undertake?: This Will be achieved through the use of

the time-iw=space mode of\measurement. An assumption is made that the

control groups arellot as aware of the world of work as the experimental

e
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group; therefore, no pre-test is necessary.. Thus evidence tb*gra stated
, .

objectives can be' ascertained. This assumption is based on the premise
a e*

that the objectives of Project AWAKE are valid,-Indemuch as they were

..;

accepted as' the basis for funding the project.

The development of a positive self-cohcept is a major goal of the project.

Insights into achievementof this objective can be gleaned through expert,

opinion, analysis of teacher attitude, and appropriateness of materials

as indicated by student responses.

Focus

The evaludtion concerns itself with the following:

I. Progress toward the stated objectives.
'

A. Integrate career and self-awareness wieh the basic

academic materials of the K-6 grade leyels.

N\

B. Expose each student to a range of career clusters

within.the context of his maturity level.

C. Individualize the learning programs for each student

to meet his interests and concerns.

D. Demonstrate-the feasibility of using existing computer

facilities.for:strage and retrieval of career oriented

gurritula.-

II. Progress toward grade level.concepts in the nine revised cluster

\units.

III: An evaluation of the revised methodology employed to meet these
ti

objectives and concepts.

\



-/IV. Progress toward the development of a positive self-concept of

the students in the project.

PROGRESS TOWARD STATED OBJECTIVES

The Population

1. All students in the project

2. All teachers in the project

3. All principals and supervisors involved in the project

The Design

A systems approach will be usedto measure prOgress. Questionnaires

aqd opinionaires will be administered to teachers and administrators.

Additional evalUation instruments will include individual and group

tests, standardized tests, interviews-and observations.

Items and statistical analyses will'be made of the tests employed in

the study as related to the project objectives. Further analyses of

the nine revised cluster units will be made by a panel of experts.

Quantitative data will be evaluated for objective.

PROGRESS TOWARD GRADE LEVEL CONCEPTS QUESTIONS IN THE REVISED CLUSTER UNITS

The Population

1. Experimental Group - 120 students will represent the experimental

group. Random and cluster sampling will be employed in the

selection process. The 120 students will be divided as follows:

K-2

3-4

5-6

3

40 students

40 students

40 students

8



2. Control Group A - 120 students.who attend school where the

project is in existence but who'are not in the project compose

the first control gro up. Selection procedures and structuring

are indentical to these of the expe- rimental group.

3. Control Group B - 120 students who are in a school where the

project is not in existence will be selected and structured by

procedures identical to those of the experimental group to

compose the second control group. This'school (schools) will

represent a socio-economic, geographical and educational setting

similar to the schools involved in the project.

Design.

Two basic evaluation instruments will be employed. The.first,will be

used with pupils in grades K-4. The second will be used with the fifth

and sixth grade students.

Grades K-4 Instrument

A series of scenes depicting work and non-work activities will be. shown

to the students individually. The instrument will measure the awareness

of the student's career concepts as related to the nine cluster units, in

the project ateach designated grade level. The administering of the

instrument will take place when the* instructional portion of the project

units is completed. Testing will take place, at all igrade levels for

experimental and control groups at approximately the same time.

Grades 5-6 Instrument

The Career 4Awareness Inventory of the Cornell Institute for Research and

Development in Occupational Education will be utilized at the fifth and

I

sixth grade levels.

4
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THE REVISED METHODOLOGY EMPLOYED TO MEET THE OBJECTIVES AND CONCEPTS

The Population

1. All teachers in the project.

2. All students in the project.

3.- Principals and supervisors of schools in the project.

4. Panel of experts.

The Design

Questionnaires and opinionaires will be used to obtain information

conceihing the experimental methodology. Emphasis will be placed on

ascertaining, if the experimental methodology and activities are considered

more effective for children than more traditional methods.

4
A panel of experts will evaluate each of the nine cluster units in regard

to experimental methodology feasibility, and appropriateness at each grade

level.

PROGRESS TOWARD THE DEVELOPMENTOF A POSITIVE SELF-CONCEPT OF STUDENTS
IN THE PROJECT

The Population

1. All teachers in the project.

2. All students in the project.

3. Panel of experts.

An estimate of the development,of a positive self-concept of pupils will

be made through observation, expert opinion of methodology employed, student,

opinion and reaction to the materials as observed by the evaluation team.

10
5



Treatment of Data

The results will be used to ascertain the following:

1. Progress in relation to the objectives.

2. Comparison of experimental and control group results by grade

level as to their awareness to the concept questions.

3. An assessment of the project's influence on the self-concept of

students.

4. The development of career awareness as a student progresses through

the elementary school.

aA
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EVALUATION OF PROGRESS TOWARD OBJECTIVES

Development Of Instrument

An evaluative instrument was developed by the evaluators to

measure the awareness of the student's career concepts as related to

the nine revised cluster units in the project.

This instrument consisted of 63 (sixty-three) scenes depicting

work and non-work activities for the grade levels Kindergarten

through Grade 4. In grades 5 and 6 the Career Awareness Inventory

of the Cornell Institute for, Research and Development in Occupational

Education was utilized.

:Meld Testing Procedure

Separate tests were administered to different grade levels as

follows, including the number, of possible correct responses;

Grade Level Possible Score

23

1-2 25

3-4 26

54.6 125 (
In each of the tests of the instrumenwgrade level concept questions

were the basis of selecting the scenes, devising the qUestions, and

scoring. Each scene consisted of an 8" X 10" picture.

7
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All tests administered to students from Kindergyten through

Gridej4 were given individually by the evaluators in the schOol in

which a child attended. The fifth d sixth grade instrument was

administered.,by the clasaroom teacher in class- size situations.

Miniature copies of the scenes used in the instrument are found

in Appendix A. Actual questions and procedures used in the individual

testing are included.

to
The Career Awareness Inventory can ye found in Appendix B.
,-1

(
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SUMMARY OF EVALUATION

-t

Part I. Field Testing Of Students

--\
In an effort to assess the impact of Project AWAKE on those students

exposed to the nine revised career education units available, an experimental

design was employed. An experimental group was identified along with two

A

control groups. Students comprising all groups were from schools and class-

rooms randomly chosen that represented grades kindergarten through six.

The experimental group,(E1) consisted of students who received instruction

in the revisal career education units presently developed. 1All experimental

students were thus exposed to one or more units of work evolving the career

education concepts.

The first control group (C2) was composed,of students in schools that

utilized career education units but were not exposed to any formal instruction

with the units. This group was identified to determine; if any, "spin-off"

Was occurring within a school,where the units were taught.

The other control group (C ) consisted of-students in schools where

ek`

career education units were not employed. Thus, all of these students pad

3

no exposure-to instruction,, either direct or indirect, to, the nine revised career

education units.

Instraents-Used In Evaluation Car er-Iducation Units
i#PRT

Two basic instruments were employe in the evaluation. The first was

an individual test designed by the evaluat rs. This test consisted of three

levels, Kindergarten, First and Second Gra and Third and Fourth Grades.
1111

9
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The second instrument, The Career Awareness Inventory, was utilized at the

fifth and sixth grade levels.

For the purpose of statistical analyses, students in the various

grades were grouped as shown id-Table I.g:

V

TABLE I

Class Groupings and AMbers Within Groups

,

Groupingouping

..

E
1

C
2 C3

.....t. K-2 40 40 40

-'3-4 40 4o 40

4* \e

5-6 40 40 40.

All groups contained forty students except the experimentil fifth

and sixth grade groups, which numbered thirty-eight students. This

difference resulted from the. fact that the evaluators were unable to

-secure-additional students due to the lateness in the school, yea

absenteeism, and the beginning of summer vacation at the schools

concerned. The thirty-eight students were all the students attendance

in two cltsses'in the two experimental c1.tools (fifth and sixth graders)

at the time the evaluation'was completed.

Table II contains the mean scores of the three groupS for the

grade level groupings analyzed. As can,be seen in Table /I, the experimental

groups for each grade grouping attained higher scores than the two control

r



TABLE II

Mean Teii.Scores

Gkde Grouping E
1

' C
2

. -

C3 '

K-2 16.65 13".30 '13.60

3-4 .J.8.10 16.30 - 15.30 ,

5-6 100.60 . 94.00 89.506

Table III illudtrates the variance for each of the groups by grade

groupings. The-result6 contained in Table III reveal'that the individual

scores within the grOupb aredistributed Similarily around their

respectlite mean scores.'

S

f
*TABLE III

,

Variances

- .Grade .Grouping El C2 .C3

. K-2 10.90 11.50 10.80

3-4 10.40 11.10 9.80

. 56 169.38 / 132.66 120.15

,
s

.

In order to determine if.the medn.differences,revealed in Table II were

significant, a one -way analysis of variance was employed to compare each of

the thrSe grade level gioupings evaluated. The results of these _feats are

presented. in Tables IV, V, and VI.

, t
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TABLE IV

ANOVA Summary Table - -- 15indergarten, First, and Second Grddes
t-.... . t*1

4 . 4 (/
Source )),F. SS' MS F

. J .

Among 2 264.01- 132.01 11.88 (.°--

.

Within 117 1299.58 1E11

Total 119 1563.59

Table IV contains the data of the K-2 differentes. This -table reveals

a calculated F value of 11.88 with 2 and 117 degrees q'freedbm. Since

this value exceeds'the tabled valueof 3.09 for 2 and 117-degrees of

N
freedoi, the differehces identified are considered significant at the

.05 level of confidence.

TABLE V

3

' ANOVA Summary Table' - -- Third and Fourth Grade
a'

Source D.F. .SS MS

t2

Among '2 166.20° 8.10 ,7.93

Within 117 1225.93 10.48

Total c 119 1392.13
1 .. a

.

Table V contains the summary of the; iata comparing differences among

the three third,and fourth grade groups. The calculated F value of 7.93

exceeds the tabled F value of 3.09 for 2 and 117 degrees of freedom. As

12'



a result, the,differeleglamong the third and fourth grade groupsare

considered significant at the .05 level of confidence.

P

TABLE VI

..... .

.

ANOVA Summary Table --- Fifth and Sixth Grades

...,..)

Source 1).f% SS MS F

Among 2 2415.00 1207.50 8.61

Within 115 16128-.00 140.24

Total 117 18541.00
-

Table VI shows the results of the analysis of variance in comparing

the three groups at the fifth and sixth grade. The calculated-r-value

of 8.61 exceeds the tabled-value of 3.09 for 2 and,115 degrees of freedom.

t"1

These differences are thus. considered to be signifiCant at the .05 level,

.

of confidence.
.,.

The conclusiqns !Lawn from these tests reveal that in all three
to

.

grade groupings the'eJcpeTimentAl classes did significantly better than
.

,-)

the two control groups bn the tests administered. No "spin-off" effect
-

could be identified for the-flist control group (C2).) Thus it'appears

that the direct instrUction of children with the nine revised career

education units increase a student's awareness concerning career orientation

.4nd the world of work as.compared.to ihe'students,not receiving such

instruction. 4
4
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Part 2. Project AWAKE Developer Questionnaire

An analysis of the responses to the Developer Questionnaire indicated

that teachers reacted favorably to all questions concerning the project.

Questions-one through nineteen solicited responses on # five-point scale

from "Strong Agreement to Strong Disagreement." The vast majority of

the responses were in the categories of "Strong Agreement" and "Mild

Agreement."

Questions twenty through twenty-seven were "Yes-No" questions and

a majority of the developers indicated "Yes" to every question. These

respOnses indicate a positive attitude toward the project objectives,

classroom procedures, and content of career'education. ti

Question twenty-eight was a
.

question' that asked. respondents to

evaluate the helpfulness of seven activities in developing the units.

These responses indicate that all activities were helpful in developing

the units for instruction.

A statistical summary of the results of this questionnaire can be

found on pages 1 5-17.

,The,- written comments of the developers were generally favorable in ,

Li

nature. Many comments indicated that teachers are utilizing methodology,

of deVeloping the individuali4y of-students from their experiences in the

project. ese responses

---,learning alurther awareness)f individual'neede of pupils and the desirability '

concept of each child can

All responses made by

'in Appendix C.

further indicate that progress toward the self-
4

4
be enhanced through career education.

developers to the questionnaire can be found

19
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Summary Statistics For-Developer Questionnaire

No. Question

1. The topic of the unit which I
'helped develop was significant
to me.

2.' The topic of the unit which I
helped develop is relevant'to
career education. 19

3. I was given sufficient information

about the project prior to the

workshop.

4. I was given ample opportunity
tO define theacope and focus
of the individualized unit.

Strong
Agree-
ment

Mild
Agree
ment Neutral

Mild Strong

1Disag- Disag-
-reementirement

11 8 1

I $

, 1 0 0

7 8 1 3 0

/

4 10' `-2 0

...,

15. 3 0 1 1

.,--

19 __1
0 0

15 2 1 1

3 12 5 . 0 0

\3
4

4 8 1

6 10 4 0 0

5. There was an atmosphere of mutual
respect and cooperation between
myself and other participants,.

6. There was an atmosphere of .

mutual-respect and cooperation
between myself, the project
staff, and the consultants.

7. There were available, most of
the human and material resources
I felt necessary for developing
the unit.

8. Once I had made some decision,
it was easily implemented.

9, There was an opportunity to test
ideas regarding the unit in real
situations or obtain factual
information concerning their
worth of effectiveness.'

10. Progress was continually assessed,

by all -*participants throughout

the program.

2'0
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No. Question

, Strong Mild
Agree- Agree-

". ment ment

11. Individual differences among
'the participants vere
accpted by all.

12. There was adequate coordination
,among those working on a single

'cluster.

13. There was adequate coordination
among the various groups working
on different units.

14. Sufficient attention was paid

to group problems.

=,15. Sufficient attention was paid
to individual problems in the

'group. i

16. I felt my activities were
significant and meaningful

to the projett.

17. The philosophy and concepts
of career education were taken
into consideration in the develop-

ment of the clusteeresource unit.

18. The make-up of our group was
sufficiently diverse to provide
and adequate cross-section of .

opinion and expertise.

19. To what (gree did'you develop
the'unit aroundthe,concept of,
meeting individual student needs
and interests?

.

Mild Strong

Disag- Disag-

Neutral reement reement

13 7 0 0 0

11 .8 1 0 0

7 8 3 2 0

. s

9 10 0 1 0

5 11 1

8 10 2 0

13 5, 1 0 0

12 5 0 2 0

0 0

Yes NO

20. As a result of your experiences in Project

you more aware of problems in education as
to career education, specifically your own
classroom due to your participation in-the

21
16

AWAKE,are
they-relate
school and.
workshop? 1)



21. As a result of your experiences in Project AWAKE, do

you possess different ideas, persuasions, and view-

points about education as they relate to career education?

22. As a result of your experiences in Project AWAKE, do
you anticipate your relationship with your students

will change?

23. As a result of your experiencei in Project AWAKE, do
you anticipate your classroom procedures will change?

24. As a result of your experiences in Project AWAKE, do
you feel increased respect for the opinion of others

regarding solutions to educational problems as they

relate to career education?

.25. As a result of your experiences in Project AWAKE, are
you more willing to work with others-to-solve

instructional problems?

26.' As a result of your experiences in Project AWAKE, are
youmore able to evaluate certain educational practices

of your school?

27. In building the AWAKE resource unit, was concern given
for individual pupil growth and development patterns?

Yes No

16 2

' 11 8

12 6

13 4,

14 3

14 3

19 1

28. Please evalufte the following list of activities as to the degree of

helpfulness in developing the units. Check the appropriate space.

None Some Much No Response

Group conferences 0 11 8 0

Individual conferences 0 10 10 0

Visitations to resources 1 6 11 0

Reading professional books and
teaching materials

.

2 14 3 0

Demonstrations 1 11 5 3

Examining teaching materials 1 9 8 1

Consultant help 0 9 10 1

22
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Part 3. Projece'AWAKE User Questionnaire

Responses to the User Questionnaire indicated that teachers react

favorably to the materials, methodology, and content of the nine revised

units.. There was widespread agreement on,the majority of the questions

asked of users of the project. No concensus-of agreement was reached on

-questions 7 and 15.

A summary of the resultsoLotVis questionnae ern be found on

pages 19 and 20, titled, "Statistics for User Questionnaire."

The written comments of users were in general favorable; however,

many teachers indicated that they wanted more specific activities and

materials for their students to.use in learning situations; In the

judgment of the evaluators, this criticism is normal and natural after

a revision of materials for instruction.

All responses made by users to the, questionnaire can be found in

Appendix D.

Part 4. Administrator Responses to Project AWAKE Questionnaire

An analysis of responses indicated that administratdrs in general

feel that they are informed as to the format and progrgss of Projecto

AWAKE in their respective schools. (However, some comments indicate that

the Project Director should endeav..to keep chief administrative officers

informed on a yearly basiO.

The administrators.responded, that in their judgment, children

react to the materials and methodology of the project favorably. Also,

the methodology germane to the project is compatible with teaching techniques

-.0
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No. Question

Summary Statistics for User Qrsticinnaire

Yes No

1. In your opinion was this unit oriented toward career 19 0

awareness for the elementary student?

2. Did you experience difficulty in obtaining the materials 5

or measuring devices listed in the unit?

3. Were the instructional activities restricted by the 3 16 . ...-

physical facilities of the school? 3

4. Do you feel that by using this guide, you coul& more 16 2

effectively utilize state syllabi or,local courses
of study?

5. Had you taught this topic previously without benefit of 6 13

the-guide?

/' .

6. If you had taught the same unit previously, did the 4 11

past experience lessen your use of the kuide?

7. In your printout for individual students, were the 9, 10

number of suggestions relating to content, activities,
materials, and measuring devices 'sufficient?

84,, Would you consider a laboratory, demonstrating class, 12 7

oother in-service training of value in helping you
learn how.to implement units?

9. Is the instructional staff at your school adequate for 16 3

the effective utilization of the guide?

'10. Were you given sufficient information and guidance 19 0

prior to using and,during the use of the units?

11. As a result of using the guide, have you subseque ly_pi 16 3

used other resources more extensively?

__ 12. Do you possess different ideas, persuasions, and
viewpoints about education and its processes since.
your experience with the guide?

14 5'

13. Are you more aware of problems in education and career 16 3

education specifically in your own school and classroom
as a result of using the guide?

24
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No. Question Yes' No

14. has the use of the materials in Project AWAKE changed 12 6

the teacher-pawn relationships in your classroom?

15. Has the use of the guide influenced your classroom 9 7

procedures?

16.' Are you planning to use this unit again? 16 1

17. Would you like to use other units 18 0

18. Would you like to workas part of a team in developing 13 4

a unit?

19. Do you feel that you have adequately been informed as to 17 T
the format and mdthodology of Project AWAKE as it is to
be used in your classroom?

2

20
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,

used in their schools.

r

Suggestions for improvement.in the project concerned itself with the

acquisition of materials from the central distribution center, bulkiness

of printouts, and teacher instructions for individuals not involved in

writing the programs.

A listing of responses to this questionnaire can be found in

Appendix E.

-
Part 4. Panel of Experts.

a

116 A panel of experts was utilized to rate the nine. revised (wits in

Project AWAKE. These expo s consisted of four professional educators

who have high estedm among their collegues in the judgment ot the

evaluators. Two of the individuals are principals of elementary schools,

one a.classroom teach , and the other a college professor in charge of
#

Early Childhood Educ tion. A summary of their qualifications can i;e.

found ix Appendix G.

The panel members were instructed to sample each orthe nine units.

Further, each of the panel members'was asked to rate each of the nine

h.

4

revised units from the viewpoint of what she (he) knew of good elementary

-.teaching practices and curriculum. More specifically, the panel members

Were asked to complete two ratings of each unit as follows

First Rating

Rating of the project as an, experimental program. The panel consider

the following criteria for'this rating: ,

r

PIO 1
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_0met-all objectives ofthe p_rogran,

B. Grade level questions.

C. Specific objectives of units.

Da-Subject matter cdntent.
k

E. Activities and recourses.

Each member rated the units of a scale from 10, 9: 8, 7,-6, 5, 4, 3, 2, L,

with 10 being t e highest.

The mean rating f ach of each of the nine units by the panel can be

found in Table VII, titled, "Rank Order Rating Of The Nine Revised Units In

Project AWAKE As An Experimental Program."

Table VII

Rank Order Rating Of The Nine Revised Units In Project AWAKE
As An Experimental Program
(10-highest -7-- 1-lowest)

1 Public Service 9.00,

2 Transportation 8.50

3 Agri-Business/Nat. ResoUrces 8.25

4 Health 8.00

(6) Communications 7.75,

(6)* Business and Office 7.75

(6) 'Manufacturing 7:75

8 Consumer Homemaking 7.50

9 Personal Service 6.00

ti



The second rating by the panel members concerned itself with the

following:

A. Methodology utilized in the units.

B. Individualization. MP

CI Developing a positive self- concept.`

The results of this rating can be found in Table VIII, titled,

"Rank Order Of The Nine Revised Units In Prolect AWAKE -- MethodolOgy,

Individualization, And Self - Concept."

r

Table VIII

Rank order Rating Of The Nine Revised Units In Project AWAKE
--Methodology, Individualization, and Self-Concept

(10-highest --- 1-lowest)

(1.5)

(1.5)

3

(4.5)

(4.5)

(7)

(7)

(7)

9 Personal Service

Transportation

Public Service

Agri-Business/Nat. lesources

Business and 'Office

41th

Complain c= ons

Consumer Homemaking.

ufacturing
k N

9.00

9.00

I' 6.73

8.00

8.00

,7.75

7.75

7.75

7.00

e.



Tables VII-and VIII reveal that-the panel-of-expeKta-rated all nine -

revised units between 6.00 and 9.00 on a 10-point scale. This indicated

to the evaluators the worthiness of each of-the nine revised units as

desirable.units of.instruction for elementary pupils.

The units, Public Service, Transportation, and Agri- Business,/Natural

Resources ranked highest on-both ratings. It should be noted that Personal

Service ranked lowest on both ratings by the panel.

29 .
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QUAITITATIVE ASPECTS OY PROEECT AWARE

Quantity,of Exposure of the Nine Cluster Units Within Maturity Levels

I A. Number of revised cluster units developed for each maturity level:

Number possible: 9 Number revised: 9 -,

B. Number of students who had the nine-cluster units available on

their maturity level: 1300

Quantity of Individualization

A. Number, of variables on profile sheet:

Student sheet: 112 Teacher sheet: 124 {See Appendix 1)

B. Number of teacher-pupil conferences to help individualize the

student's selection and options within the unit: 775 minimum

C. Number of iidividual printouts for students: 775

D. Number of teachers requesting printouts:'°150'-

E. Average number of objectives available for each student's selection

per unit: 110

F. Average number of content items available for each student

per.unit: 270

G. Average number.of instructional activities available for each

student's selection per unit: 350

H. Average number of instructional resources available for cad:

..student's selection per unit: 500

I. Average number of measuring devices available for each student 's

selection per units- 200

.

30.
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A. Computer use: One UNIVAR 9300 32K Tape Drive and Disc Drive

Combination

B. Total storage in K's: 32K
A

C. Stcgage available to project in K's: 32K (tapes)

D. Total numberof available printouts retrieved concerning the

nine revised cluster units: 775

It should be noted that the statistical information used in the above

summary represents-data accumulated since February 1, 1974. It was at

this time that the first of the nine revised cluster units became available

-to teachers. The numerical data does not reflect the extensive use of the

units prior to the availability of the units in'their revised form.

:Ho
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Conclusions

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

An analysis of the data presented in this report indicates that

progress has been made toward all the objectives of Project AWAKE.

,The panel of experts rated-all the nine revised cluster units as

desirable, modes of instruction. Results of the opinionaires and

.

questionnaires revealed that teacher responses both= by developers and

users were overwhelmingly positive in nature to the project. The

utilization of the computer as an aid to instruction is a'ddeirable asset

to education. Teacherfkelt that the program had particular strength in

the variety of materials for instruction, importance of the concepts in the

world of work, awareness of individual needs of pupils', the resources

available for use, and methodology.

Administrators reacted favorably to the format and progress of

Project-AWARE as well as the need for career education for students in

their districts.

The instrument used.for testing from Kindergarten through grade 4

was deVeloped by the elidluators from the GRADE LEVEL CONCEPT QUESTIONS

in Project AWAKE.
A.

The Career Awareness Inventory test was administered to grades 5

and 6.

.Results of'field testing Of pupils showeethat the experimental group

did significantly better than the control groups in all:claSsifications of

pupils; 3-4, and 5-6..

V
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Recommendations .

. 7 ;

The evaluzitors make the following recdmmendations:

04.

1. Continual updating of content and activities be a major

consideration. A major goal shOuld be the inclusion of. more

learning activities for primary students in many of the units.

2. Involve itinve teachers in the experimental schools in the

program -- particularly teachers'not involved in,writing the units.

3. More attention be given to the quality of learning activities.

4. Inservice training Of teachers by supervisors of the project be

designed to promote more effective use of the units.

5. Extraneous materials firm units be deleted on a regular basis.

6. Develop units in the six remaining cluster areas. The six

units that have not been developed may be more future oriented.

7. That the project be continued, refined, and expanded to include

more teachers and children.

8. Feedback information from teachers be incorporated in the

continual revision of units.

9. An "idea" center or section be included in the storage area

of the computer to utilize teacher suggestions that were

successful - -the "spin -off" for o,ther_ teachers in the project.

10. Revised cluster units should be made available to teachers

earlic:t in the school year.

E.
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----GRADE-L-EVEr-CONCEPT-VIIRST-113N-;

Kindergarten, What is work? (possible 5 points)

A. Instruction:

Please tell me the duties (nr jobs) of each of the people shown in
each of the 'pictures. (Pupils must indicate at least one definitive
duty)

B. Scenes

I. Gas-stalt-ion-atAmmdarrt-

2. Lumberjack
Doctor/Scientist

4. Meat cutter/Butcher
5. DeYivery man /Truck driver

I

i i ' IP
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GRADE LEVEL CONCEPT QUESTION, K

Kindergarten, What is work?- (possible 6 points)

A. Instruction:

Place .in a pile all the pictures that show people at work.

B. Scenes

1. (W)

2, Butcher (W)

3. Mechanic (W)

4. Students at project (?) Why did you give this answer? Classification

5. Woman at coffee urn (N)

41,
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GRADE-LEVEL-CONCEPT-QUESTION, K---

Kindergarten, What is work? (possible 6 points)

A. Instruction:

Which of the following pictures show offices or businesses that might be
found in Titusville, Meadville, etc.? (dependIng on locale)

B. Scenes

1. Gas station (Y)

2. Flshing fleet
3. Factory assembly (N) Why did you give this answer (Bonus)

4. Real estate office , (Y)

5. Ice cream shop (Y)

./
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GRADE-I3WEL CONCEPT-QUESTION?

Kindergarten, What is work? (possible 6 points)

A. Instruction:

Which'of the following pictures, show machines and equipment that
would be found in most offices?

1. Scale, stapler, etc. (Y) Why did you say "yes" or "no"?

3. Typewriter (Y)

4. Tape recorder (N)

5. Ditto machine (Y)

A f. h 1,4
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Sa BE EtfEb- CONCEPT -Q ESTTON GRADES IAN

Grade 2, Who Works in these Occupations? (possible 6 'points)

A. Instructions:

Select pictures that show people working. What type of job do these
people do?

B. Scenes

1. Congress Why did you say ? (bonus)
2. Fisherman
3. Mechanic
4. Farmer
5. Steel worke'r

"

ormsommssimarreammillIMIldill=atE4, 4fiaukteji.
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.7---7GRADEL-EVELCONCEPT-TMESTTOES-1 AND 2

Grade 1, What are the Occupations? IPAsible S Points)

Instructions:

Look at each of the pictures and tell me what products are
with each scene. What products axe found in this picture?

B. Scenes

associated

1. Cotton field
2. Tractor assembly
3. Supermarket
4. Factory.--aerial
5. Forest

aii412111
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GRADE LEVELCONCEPT,OUESTM RADEL1,1L

,
Grade 2, Who Works in thesI OccupatiqkS? -. .(pes'Sible..;,k p,,,t.f:a.:4,)...,,,..,,,,v,...e.:..,....,:,,....,.,...;.r.
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B. Scenes
4

,..; _

1. Women preparing food
2. High-lift tractor
3. Car assembly Why did you say ;(bo
4. Oil drilling rig e

5. Processing fish
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191DE LEVEL CONCEPT QUESTION, GRADES 1 AND 2

. .19f.;

-Grade 1What are the Occupations? (possible 8 points)

Instructions:

What jobs can.you see'in each of'these piciUres? ,,(Students must--

identify at least one,job correaly.) Ask: Which pictures show

peOpleyworking?

B ., Scenes

1:°"Fishing/pleasure boats
2. Cafeteriaworker_

' 3. Latifidr mat

14; field
5. Steamshovel

litir
q
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GRADE LEVEL CONCEPTUESTION,'GRADES 3 AND 4

.

Grade 3, What is the life-style? (possible 6 points)

A. -Instruction:
4

ai
Pick out the scene?- that are associated with:

....the Health Profebsion,
,..Public Service
...Steelworking

B.:scenes

1.. Steel mill
2. Engine assembly
3. Garbage collection
V4n PoliceMen

5. Nurses feeding child ,,
-4

Why-did you say for^this one? (bonus)

42



GRADE LEVEL CONCEPT,WESTION, GRADE 3 AND -4'

crade 3, What Is the life-style? (possible.6,points)

A. Instructions:

You will be shown eight pictures. Now select the picture that

bestshow's this type of job.

....salesman, educator, stenographer, forest

Then ask, "Why did you pick this picture for

R. Scenes

Y. Forest ranger

2. Stenographer
3. Man sitting (not working)
4. Salesman

ranger; actress.

an actress ?" (bonus)

5.

6.

7.

8.

Educator (roan leaching}
Girl riding a bicycle
Horseback riding
Man reading a paper, on
a break

r7
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GRADE 1EYEL CONCEPT QUESTION, GRADES' 3' AND ,4

Grade 4,' Whom. do people work with?_ (posSible 6 points)

A. Instruction:

Which.-qf the following scenes show jobs related to av tion?

.Then show eachpActiire individually:

B. Scenes

? 1.

Y 2.

N 3:

Y '4.

Y 5.

011 drilling rig. If yes,.

,Pilots and Stewardess
Typing class
Control tower t airport
Stewardess serving food on

ill .7

.. ts.

,..,........- .4 . .........
.-. %.......4..........

"
V--

114'

U1.11

why did, you say yes? (bonus)

4er

plane
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'GRADE LEVEL CONCEPT QUESTION, GRADES'3 AND 4

Grade 4, WhoM._do people work with? <possible 8 points)

A. Instruction:,

You are to look at each Pidture shown to you. Examine the picture

and determine the method of transportation associated with it.
Choose from rand, sea, eand Air.

B. Scenes

1. People getting on a gybwy. (L)

2. Helicopter assembly. (A)

3. Children playi9g on a boxcar. (L)

4, Loading caterpillar tractors on a ship. (S) How 6' you know?

5. Kennedy Airport Terminal. (A)

4

6. Which picture is used for international travel? (bonus)

7. Which picture is used, in intercity travel? (bonus)

8 Which picture shows transportation used in war? (bonus)

4
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DIRECTIONS: We are going to look at some pictures that show people
4,064;Ig and doing various jobs. As we look at the picture we are
going to "identify" the worker or occupation labelled with a Capital
letter such as A" "B", or "C". There are 5 choiCes given. You
are to mark the nuMber of the answer that begi identifies the worker.
Let us do the sample together.

SAMPLE: Which of the following best names worker A in the sample
picture?

Pictuie 1

1. A) artist

B) home economist

C) teacher

I)) nurse

E) principal

The best answer is letter C "teacher". On your answer sheet mark
within the lines letter C after the first answer.

* .* * * *
* *

* * * *

We look at the same picture.to choose a worker that is most closely:,
related to a teacher. There are 5 choices. You are to mark,the
number of the answer that is mast related to the worker in the picture.
Let us do the sample together.

SAMPLE: Which worker is most related to the occupation shown in
picture 1?

E.

'2. A) truck driver

B) chemist

C) doctor

D) principal

E) farmer

The best answer is letter D "principal". On your answer sheet after
the second answer mark within the lines letter D.

You will mark your answers in this 14y for each picture. Are there any
.questions? We begin-marking at, the third answer and will finish

Y this section and stop at .number t63..

1-
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Picture 2.

3. Mach of the: ollowing best names
workeeA in picture 2 :,

;fi0- policeman TO minister'
4?

E) lawyer B) librarian

C) judge

4. Which of the following best, names
worker_B in picture 2:

10 psychologist D) lawyer

E) judge' E) policeman

C) teacher

5. Which of the following workers is

. most related to the occupations
shown in picture 2:

A) policeman D) librarian

B) teacher

CY minister

E) 'psychologist

6. Which of the following best names
worker.A in picture 3: -

A) sculptor

driftsmap,

C) painter

.

DT teacher

E) photographer

7. Which of the following workers is
most related to the occupation
shown in picture 3:,

salesman D) teacher

E) artistB) author

C) judge



Picture 4

imasmiggow
MUM gni
1117HakAis

iir_11.11T

rA_

Picture 5

8., Which of the -following best names
worker A in!,pidiure:4-:

. .
A) mechanic" D) grinder

. .-
B) .:toolmaker B) welder

,C)- navigator,

Which of the following workers
-is most related to the' occupation
shown- in picture 4:

A) doctor D) ,pechanic

B) pilot E) teacher

C) researcher

10. Which of the following best names
worker A in picture 5:

A) cashier D) postman

B) motel clerk E) secretary

t' C) barber

11. Which of the following workers is
most related to the-occupation
shown in picture 5:

A) hairdresser D) embalmer

,B) usher E) travel- agent

C) photographer

12. Which of the following best names
;wurker A in picture, .

A) announcer D) hostess

B) auctioneer E) usher

.cy cameraman

13. Which of the following Workeri is
most related to the occupations
shown in pictUre

A) typist D) launderess

B) actor B) cashier

.c) messenger
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Picture _7 1.

Which of the following best names

-- -. worker A in picture 7:

15.

A), mechanic

salesman

C) toolmaker

Which of the following,
to the occupations ,shown

A) , engraver D)

B) roofer E)

C) auto dealer

D)

E)

typesetter

machinist

is most related
in picture 7:

carpenter

fireman

16. Whichof the following best' names
worker Ain picture 8:

A) projectionist 1.)) model

B) musician E) actor

phOtoengraver

17. Which of the following is most related,
to the occupation shown- in picture 8:

, A) tailor

B) carpenter E) teacher

-- painter

D) composer



e--p,

Picture 9

18. Which of the following best,names:
worker A in picture 9:

A) minister

BA waiter.

C)' doctor

19. Which of the following best names
worker B inxeicture 9:

A) teacher D) maid

B) seamstress E) nurse'

C) doctor

20. Which of the following best names
worker C in picture 9:

D) physical
therapist,

E) judge

A) physical
therapist

B) guard

C) physical
education teacher

ro nurse

E) psychiatrist

21.' Which of the following is most
related to the,, occupations shown in..,
picture 9:°

A) bookkeeper D) pharmacist

B) clerk ) waiter

C) auctioneer \

r it .,..
A

4-(
P

;

.

.

,,,..._
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0

II
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V: WA
....____.

22. Which of the follow'

morket-A-in-pictur0

,A) scientist D) osteopath

teacher E) doctor

C) clerk

23. Which of the following is most related
to the occupations shown in picture 10*

10

A) 'engineer D) librarian

.B) ,researcher E) designer

'C) 'architect



24. Which of the following best .p,

worker A-in Pidtiire 11:

A) carpenter D) .surveyo

B) ,fOrest..ranger E)

C)' ecologist' . ._ .._

. ,-
iiiieh of the fallowing is most
rerated to the occupations shown i

in picture 11::
, .,,.....
..-,-...,

A) lumberman , D) IV announcer =-
.

. ,

Bf .dentist E) 'teacher ,

C) dietitiarPicture 11

26. Which of the folloviing best names

worker A in picture 12:

I, 11A) secretary t D) file clerk
,....A`,,

B) bookkeeper E) typist V.'.

Picture 12

C) er

27. Which of the following. is most related

to the occupation shown in picture 12:,

A) waiter D) maniCullst '

B) receptionist E) designer

,C) photographer.

28. Which of the following, best names

worker A in pictiire 13:-

A) shipPing D) mechanic
clerk , -

B) machinist E) toolmaker'

G)' truck driver

29. Which of the following ifmot related ;`,

to the occupation shown in picture413:'

A) steward 0) shipping,clerk,,,

'-PiCture':43' '

.

B) barber

C), usher ,

t'552

toolmaker
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Picture 14

30. WhiCh nf the following beit names.,
worker A in picture 14:

A) waitress

B) chef

C) cashier

31. Which of the following best names work
B in pictime 14:

,110 cashier" DO. waiter

D)' Steward

E)._ bartender

B) steward- B) bartender

C) chef

32. Which of the following best names
worker C in picture 14:

A) cashier D) waitress

B/ chef ET steward

C) bartender

33. Which of the following is most related,
to the occupations shOwn'in Pictilrp14;

A) guide 1:0 conservation*

B) sheriff E) usher

CD food processor

34. Which -of the following best names vio
A in picture 15:

secretary D) bookkeepe

B) teller ED., clerk

C) accountant
4

'35. Which of the following is most rela.
to the pccupation shown in picture,

A) acdountini D) tsaletnam,

B) typist

C) librarian

TE) *steward



Which of the folio est names
Ice .in_pidtur .

Ai) engineer D) f guide

B) pos (4)- fireman

C) 44.iceMam

37. Which of thefollowing is most related
to the occupation shown in picture 16:

stenograpiier) D) principal

.7131 -1-awYer

author

rt
38; 'YWhich_4.the, following, best names

worker Afin pictuse 17:

A) :fisherman. D) logger

B) "sheriff E) guard.

C) *conservationist,

Which of the following, is' most related

to the occupation shown picture 17:

A) pilot D) model

B) truck driver E) judge

'C) fireman

.
40. Whiatof the following best names wdticei'l

A in picture 181

A) messengek D) maCarr.ier

B) policeman E) fireman

C)--

41: Which, of the following best tames wo

B in picture 18:

A) clerk. D) bookkeeper

B) teller B) secretary

C) receptipnist

42. Which of the following is most related'

to the occupations shown in picture 18:

A) ,waiter
.

B) truck.,arr
Ci 0401ie

D) 'auctioneer

B) barber



vAc ,131

43. WhiChoft:kte-Iailotid*hett
worker A'inpictute 1 .

A) clerk . b), draftsN4i.

B) lictioneer E) sale

44.

C).-'routelman

WhiCh of the following is most relate&
to the occupations in pictrge19.::

A) bookkeeper D) architect.

B) machinist E) steward

C) designer
.

/

Picture 20

45. *lid, of-the, following 'best names
workers -A in picture 20:'

A) secretary DI computer operatc

B) E) cashier

C) clPrk

46. Which of the following best names
worker B in picture 20:

A) secretary D) bookkeeper

B) file zlerk E) clerk

C) ,office machine
worker

47. Which of the following is most related
to the occupations in picture 20:

A) -secretary D) machinist:

B) designer °E0 architect

C) cashier

48. Which of the following best names
worker A in:picture 21:

A) electronic,' D) riveter
techpicip

B) photoengraVer E) glazier

CI weldcw

49. Which of =the fallowing is most relat
to the occupation shown in picture'

A) fielder D) toolmaker

B) electrical E) scientist,
engineer.

C) typesetter
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TEST II

DIRECTIONS: In ea group o workers, there is one. occupation at
needs a college education. That is, in,arder to prepare for :this
job, one must attend a school that gives a degree to.its graaates.
Mark the letter of the worker that has to go to college. Let us
look at the sample together:

SAMPLE:. 'With occupation needs a college education?
. -

A) computer operator

)3)-- teacher

.C) Carpenter

D) guard

B) file clerk

If you have chosen letter.B, teacher, asthe occupation that needs
a college education you are correct. Remember you are to mark the
letter of the worker thatAias to go to college. Are there any
questiont:

414.,

Begin with number-64 and respond in this way through, number 69.
Stop at.humber 69.

* *

'64. A) motel clerk .6S.

B) carpenter

C) salesman

',D) truck driver

E) doctor

-TA) construction engineer

B) utility lineman,

C) cashier

farmer

E) auto mechanic"

4

* -* *

A) 'chef

B) electronic technician

C) phariacist

D) bank teller

E) glasst4orker

67. A) secretary

B) draftsman

C) welder

D) -chemist researcher

E) baggage handler



. ..i3ostnan-

B) mail clerk

PhYsical therapist

D) TV' cameraman

E) peliceman
. .

conservation Worker.

B) lawyer

C) wajtress;..:.

D) Photograiiher

E) musician

O

STOP.

End of Test II.

O

ro
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'D IRIS -'.....''' . ', 'C' ': -. .: ''' % 11''''':..TIRgctrictis::- you may_ r-peSonally kilo'? wor ers.
iiLlie--menibert of your family. These -workers
fieiids. These,- If911(eT.-.P.47 be 4.c_f14,..194P,Pcils,..iiiif I :-.(5iIiii6W ,a...140-iker, :Mark lette-A.,

..iii.12-0.. Worker; inaik- letter -b"dOn.'
0:Se-

iheseTWOrkerS
may be yourIfyç.iar.
familar' If
t kncoeit'i. Are.

'Stof)-

-7 - , . , _ -

4- * *
. . ' , .

70. Motel clerk

A) am familiar

B) . dOnt-t

.

71. Construction engineer

A) athfamiljai

B) don't blow

-tatpentor
, .

<, 4

anflanuliar

.

.

: .

'73. Utility lineman

-4) fainiliar

By don!.t know

74. SaloSni.44! recreational
vehicles

A)- familiar

75. Nurse ,

A) mil familiar

. ,

B) don't know B) don't know

16. T1dziVer

:A) am:familiar

BY. don't know,

,Cashier

A)- am familiar

B) don't know

. ,

-
- ,



78 _Auto inechanic--

A) am familiar

-L13)-...dons!t1aiaw

.

ft-
' : ;

' _

79 .tTIraftsi -

'am - ana iar--)' f' '1'

'doWt kacw
,

- ,- .

Chef

am familiar

B) don't know

81. ReSe.archer: demist
. .

A) . am famil-i*

B)- doiitiaiad

82. Electronic technician

A) am familiar.

B) don't know

- 83. Welder

tkr

2 .! 84, Bank;11j'.

A) am familiar

B) donrt knad

-86: Glassworker: lampworker

A) am familiar

'B) don't knad

A) am familiar

B) don't know

85. Baggage handler: airline

A) familiar

B) dOn't know

87. Postman .

A) an familiar

Bi +don't lam

88. Secretary .

.. 89. Mail clerk
.

A) am familial- I A) am familiar

' BY don't kncw' , B) don't blow

- --t /./,'`. :

b ;:,,/ ' t
16 ".. :..,.



92. Poll Musician

A) am-familiar

B) don't know

A) am familiar

B) don't know

97. -Doctor

A) am familiar

,B) don't know

99. Farmer

A) am familiar

B) , don't knave

100. Photographer

,A)'

don't



DIRECTIONSf When we use the word "product" we mean things that

we can feel,- wear or touch, for example. Simie,Workers ate-

,basically concerned with_making products. Othpr'workers are

more concerned with "doing things" or "performing a 'Service",

for -example-, cutting our hair. Therefore); some jobs are

_usually considered settride occupations". _In' this question

',there: are. pairs of workert.: You are to inark the limber of 'the
worker in each pair that AU feel is basically a proodducctt

occupation, that is, they make things, for people.' t us--do

Ole:sample. together. ich picture ,shows a produCt

:Oerlipation? -1

'SAMPLE:

102.

B. lawyer.

The worker, letter A, gliiss lower, shows a product occupation.

Therefore on your answer she is mark letter A after answer

nimber 102. Are there any estions? Stop at number 106.

B. nurse
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TEST V

_ .

DIRE,__CTIONS: Stmetnnes.-different jobs are thought of by people
is aving a better standing or higher prestige and status than

.Por example., the occupation of President .of the United
;States can be thou& of as haying more, prestige than, the

Mayor ,of _your town. illigh,,Piestige,jobs are, those that you
especially:respect -or admire-. In this question, pairs. of
occupations are 'preserited.in pictures. -,,You are to mark the

_letter of the -worker in each pair that you feel has higher -'
,prestige,or status. Are.ihere any questions? Stop at number

.111::

107.

108.

A. Doctor

II

A. Teacher

B. Secretary

B. Utility lineman

. A

itia",1014000,.

20
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TEST VI ,-:=
o'

DIRECTIONS: Jobs can be thoight of as
grouped,as to the field -of the.wbrk,' For each" -duster ; _five

, occupations are ,listed. One` .dogs not .belong-yith the- cluster.

Mark the letter of the',occupation.that,dOes notbeleng: Let

,us do the sample together. ,.14hich of the occupations is least

.related to the cluster of, jobs with natural resources?

SAMPLE: 112. 14°i:icing with natural resources:

2

A) forest ranger

B) game warden

C) policeman

D) fanner

E) fisherman

"If you chose letter C, policeman, as,being 'least related you

are correct. .Fill-in letter, Cafte7item 112. Maik your

answers to items 113 through 122 in this way:

113. Transportation occupations:

A) truck driver,

B) musi.cian"

C) navigator

114. 4anufadiUring occupations:

A) astronomer

B) welder

C) glassworker

D) dispat her

E) airline' baggage handler

D) .machinist

E) cabinetmlaker

115. Work tlf\ has to. do with. commerce, trade, and d money:
-44,4

A) accountant' D) office machine worker.-

E) riveter13). bank teller

C) secretary



Construction occupations:

A) carpenter

.._

C) architect

117. PUbAiC service workers;

z judge

-. ,

welder
, r

Recreation occupation

A) motel- clerk

B) quarterback

C) tour guide

119. Workers in health:

D): ,P11:1111:Tr

.- painter

D) mail clerk

E) policeman

D) travel agent

E) pharmacist

A) dentist D) pathologist.

__B) dietician E) choreographer

C), physical therapist

, 120. Careers in education and research:_

A) historian Es) Fessman

B) teacher linkulSt

C) guidance counselor

.121. Workeis in communication and media!,_ .

'AO lineman

,10 announcer

(:) therapist

122. Occupations in creative arts:

fia artist
-,71-,- -

_

B)r author
. ,

. ,
- v-- , - ,, - . C) musician

,,,,,,,...-5 ,

',I: `' i --,' , ,

D) jo*alist,

Ey publisher

D), phdtographr
. ,

t).

39.
STOP.

..

.1

of Test
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TEST VII

DIRECTIONS: This activity asks you to decide whit womters in certain

jobs do, like to do, or have the ability to do, asWil as things

about the job itself. You are to mark the letter of the phrase that

best completes the sentence. Let us do the sample together.

SAMPLE: Becalise she is a teacher the worker in picture 1

probably most likes to:

Picture 1.

123. A)

- --

TO work outdoors,

CI work with tools'

D) work with and 'help
other people

E) become a worker
where there are
many, job openings

If you chose letter DIork: with and help

correct. After item 123, mark under letter
124 through 130 irj the same way. Are there

travel as part of
her Work

other people", you are

D). Do numbers
any questions?.

124. Because the workers in picture 2 are farmers, they probably most

like to:

70

A) work with people

B) wOrk 'outdoors

C) travel as part of their work

D) work only week-days'

E) bepromoted, quickly

-



. .. . " . . _ - : - . -

.. ,
-=_ . ...._ ,._ - ,.... .

.. -
-..

---- 1254- -Because she 4 a ecr6tait, the worker in picture 3, probably
----'" -'' most likes 4w'

.n.1"
Picture 3.

A), work a regular schedule.

B) travel .at part of her work

01 use her hands to create things

D) give orders

Work outdoors

126. Because the worker in picture' 4 is a truC1c driver, he probably
most likes to:

lit

Picture 4

A) give orders

B) work outdoors

C) work with .tools

p

D) be mobile and travel as part of
his work

E) develop new things and ideas

127. Because the worker in picture 5 is a welder, he probably
most likes to:

work -outdoors

work to help- people.

%Ott. mainly with tools

giVe orders

travel as part of his w
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Appendix C

. . -

Man AWAKE ME M% 5MISTIO11NAUE

The impose of this questionnaire is to either information 'about Prejeat

AWAKE. This includes the experience which you as a teacher have gone through

in developing the AWAKE Resource Unit. The following questions represent an

effort to.daternime some fealingi and opinions related to the'prejecte Please

answer these questions honestly to the fullest extent possible. It-is through

your milieu that vs will be able to constantly improve the project.

. i ..

WAD

PRESENT POSITION LOCATION

TITLE OF THE VOCATIONAL' UNIT YOU HELPED DEVELOP
UM BUMS WHIM
UNIT IRS DEVELOPED

WYera AW r OW

For,each of the following statements, indicate your reaction by checking the

appropriate space which most nearly ref/Mete-lour feeling in each-Cue.

SA - denotes strong agreement with the statement

A - denotes mild sereement:vith the statement

21,-. denotes neutral

D dendtes mild dismeement with the Its

SD - denotes strong disagreement wi the- itattment

You are encouraged to elaborate in the 'pace ptfsvided after each item

(especially if your restronis is negative Please attach any additional comments

or suggestions:.

1. Thi topit of the t which I helped develop

was significant t 1114b .

1: The topic of unit I helped develop is

relevant to ea ear education.

. 7:3'

_ 69

SA A N D SD

T:11:3EJ

1:J.11,1:71.



Proje*A4AKE Developet Questionnaire - continued

"--

"3; I wee given sufficient informitioii the

1preject,(i.a.r.topic and format) prior to

X4e.workshOp.

4. I was giiewample opp6rtimiti to ditineA4
cope and_focus,of tholi$44ivAduallasCunit.1

2

SA A N D SD

,

C-1 ?ftfts2., ,

5. There was an atmosphere of mutual'rispoci end'

`-cooPetatl-9101041ighmr1P4 an4 4?!X
participante: -.

6. There wee an ablosphere of mutual respect and
cooperation' betWeen myself,- the ptojectAptaffs--

and the consult ts.

7. There Imre' availØle, most of the-human and
fliatitial frit:A:4 s I telt,neceadary fOg.

developing the.02it. '

made, some decision (e.g. a change
in procedure obtaining resonrces, estc.), it

was a.iy *PXclaulk4'

9. There was an opportunity to teat ideas
regarcting,..theoni.t 4n real. situations or
Obtain factual inforiailOn concerning their
worth ogreffectivenese.,

Progress was continually assessed by all. active.
participants throughout the progrisiv

): rtfAt-- s .
11. Individual differences among the firtIctpantor

velmAoggpto44:157.41:1.'

.12. There was-adequatc,coorlinattomamong-thoie
,,,1::f.,,,vmer.k.itirf921, a elfuOLT .

13. There was adequate coordination among the

u; various, groups worktpg-on diffdtent units.

14. Sufficient attention was paid to group
.problems. - r *

.15. Suggicient attention was paid to individual
problems in the group.

' ,
I I

-lo, IT felt( my:I:Cavities-Were significant and

-Meaningful to the project.

74

LL
71 t- ,113

01:10[110

4

El



Project AWAKE Developer Questionnaire - Continued

17. The philosophy and concepts of career
education were taken into consideration in
the development of the cluhter resource unit.

18.. The make-up of our group was sufficiently

.
diverse to provide an adequate cross-section of
opinion and expertise.

10. To whit degree did you develop the unit
around the concept of meeting individual
student needs and interests?

3

SA A N D SD ,

PLEASE ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS BY CHECKING THE YES or NO BLANK.

YRS 24
A

20. As a result of your experiences in Project AWAKE do you possess
different ideas, persuations, and viewpoints about education
as they relate to career education?

If so, please list some examples.

0111011 1IND

21. As a result of your experiences in Project AWAKE'are you more
aware of problems in education as they relateto career
education, specifically your own school and classroom due to

your participation in the workshop7,

If at, what kind of problems?

22. As a result of your experiences in Project AWAKE do you
anticipate your relationship with your students will change?

If so, please describe;

'23. As a result of'your experiences in Project AWARE do you
`anticipate your clasiroom procedures will,change?

If so, please describe.-

/ 7 0

.11.911.11111 4101

as



Project AWAKE Developer Questionnaire,- Continued

24. Ai -a result Of your experiences in Project AWAKE do you feel
increased respect for the opinion oEbhers regardiug.solutions
to.educitiOnal problems as they relate to career education?

If-so, describe a situation.

25. Asa result of your,experiences in_Project. AWAKE are you more
willing to work with others -to solve instructional problems?

if so,-wfiat type Of instructional problem?

26. As a result of your experiences in Project Awake, are you more
able to evaluate certain educational practices of your school?

If yes, Specify practices,.

27. In building the AWAKE resource unit, s concern given for
individual pupil growth and develo t patterns? ,

28. Please evaluate the folloWing list of activities as to the
degree of helpfulness, in developing the unite.. Check the
appropriate space.

TES NO

4

=1.111 /

Group conferences

individual conferencei .

None Some 'Much No Response

appannoommo 0
Visitations. to resources

waINOWNINMala

M11
Reading Professional-booke and

teaching materials
e.010114111 1111111

I

Demonstrations

Examining teaching materials, .
.1.1M1.1101 .1.10/101/4M. 1

Consultant help

Other
momodooramr eal orimirostos.

PLEASE ELABORATE OR SPECIFY:



4,t

Teacher Responses To
The Project AWAKE Developer Questionnaire

Questions 1-19.

Comments

No comments.

20. As a result of your experiences in Project AWARE, do you possess
different ideas, persuasions, and viewpoints about education as
they relate to career education?

Comments

I've always felt career awareness was important but actually
did little about it in my classroom until I was involved in
the units. It is now easier to see how to relate career
education to the other areas of study..

We should try to stress the aspects of careers more.

State Police Helicopter--the training required, the different
skills involved, responsibilities. Must develop attitudes
and responsibilities.

I think we should spend more time working on practical
lessons and stop trying to make experts out of our children.

I now see more reason to try to help students become more
aware of careers.

I am mo4Zaware of individual differences.

Yes, more of it is vital to properly educate our youth
for the life they, hopefully, face.

More resource people, use of career, situations in subject
areas.

I at strongly convinced that this program is the best form
of Social Studies for the elementary school of today. The
subject matter is relevant to their needs and situations.

I am much more aware that we can begin career studies earlier
in a child's life, and helping him accept the idea that education
is valuable in all types of professions.

74

7"



Not really sure! However, I relate everyday things a little
more to the idea of a future career than I did before.

Learning (academics and careers), I found out, can le very,
easily and meaningfully be united in the curriculum.

A greater awareness,of the many attitudes and values which
need to be overcale as far as "jobs" are concerned.

1.. I'm more aware of the importance of career education
in a well-balanced curriculum. . .

2. I'm more at home with the open classroom concept.
3. I use individualized instruct3ion more Limy teaching./
4. I appreciate the contributions resource people can make

in the classroom.

//

21. As a result of your experiences is Project AWAKE, are you more
aware of problems in education as they relate to career education;
specifically, you own school and classroom due to your 'participation
in the workshop?

Comments
4 s

'Grading systems using letter grades could be a problem.
(rating in relation to the group) (our grading system is
for the individual).

Departmentalized classes could be more difficult than a self-
contained room where you can be more flexible. 1

- Staff has to feel the importance.
a

Classroom environment is basicallx.a textbook type without
any stress on the fact that eventually these klildren are
going to have to work for a living.

Children feel they should learn facts rather than how to
obtain them. Children should learn how to find information
for everyday living.

We are not teaching children enough practical math.

Students were not very aware/of
//

careers - -also, I see how

little we are doing toward Careers.

This concepts the childr learn about careers are not followed
up.and reinforced in her grades.

Lalsormr=itrarmsalIV

76
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sA

Problems concerning individualizatiOnbf instructiow.

Yes--therewas very little awareness being sought in the
elementary schools, beyond postman, preacher, policeman,
and other public services.

4

The big problem ip availability'of books.

A need for children tobe expOsed to different careers, so

PP4

they are not forced into a -certain area,Jout ead choose,

and value that choice.

They materials for activities--time to odevelor.--- os

We are not preparing the average student for a life style
or profession suitable for him.

1. Probably the biggest problem is the lack of library and
resource materials available in my school on the
subjects of career education.

2. It is sometimes difficult to persuade fellow educators
and administrators toward career education.

If -it weren't for the many resources and materials gathered
as a group, it would take many years to be able to find such
varied and interesting ideas. Also, the ideas put in each
year by the teachers are those which they have tried and tested.

4:24p,,,20 ... ...,°0
Parental attitudes toward the world of work is quite'often
negative. A desire for a college education for their children.

,.
My facilities are worse than I thought:they we We have" , -
very little room to displayprojects or even carry on extra
activities - -it is difficult to acquire films from REMC.

.0

22. As a result of your experiences in Project AWAKE, do you anticipate
your relationship with your students will change?

Comments

More informal --less

Not significantly to
built into the units

.0^

?

structured approach.

make a big difference. Many of the things
I have already been doing with the,children.

7-9
76

srT



' ,

- )'
t)

U.

The attitude of my children and the atmosphere of the entire---"'
classroom environment drastically improves when we are
involved in a career unit. The children constantly mant to be
involved with theft units and many good things have resulted.

'..
c'

There is a relaxed,%informal attitude. This carries over to the
%lore structured dailies.
0 .3

' .% 1

th "Yes" and "No" are checked.here. 'Ideally I have tried to
ieep A relaxed but respectffulatmosphere in my classroom.
The AWAKE activities will lip doubt help in the relationship
of"student..teaoher, but really this should be the rule rather

A tl n the exception. .

%

I' ,2e tained tremendous amounts of ideas and awareness of
altirdatives to college.

%, In a way, yea. The more you consciously work With children
t, \id any yen *bpi relationship ehanges. _

.i'-: Dleel I'willobecpme more involved in individual and small
group aotivities,iend act as ecoordinator to the children.

,'''';

A
' 1 1, I haie:alreacly:bacOme more aware of personal interests and

, 9-- t-

',1 . ; inclinations; I

4,
.

1 . 3, 114.
'9 St e q

a s:I try taxelateto them on, a more individual basis..

.

Notteally.;Iihoweverspecifically we do more on career
Aitivities.; °.

rising computer printouts.
, ri

. `'It 11 try ta emphasize career education (awareness) now.

4 N.+...se,

23. As a result of your experience in Project AWAKE do you anticipate
your classroom procedures will change?

Comments

I do much individualized and group work already.

About the same answers I've previously given. I will try to
make them more aware ofthe world of work.\. Someday they are
going to have to be working. -

80

77
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It has in that we do relate more now to career awareness.
We've,always done individual and group type activities.

I no longer teach "third grade" but a group of individuals

in toOrk103 (Concord-COrry).

More awareness will be infiltrated wheA n possible4 .

Learning through self-motivation will become a greater force
in my class and those periods where a child had to find things

to keep him busy, could be used on the projects.

Not a big overall change.

As I mentioned in question twenty', I am much more at ease
with the concepts of individualization .and the open classroom.

I will probably make an effort to.try to find a permanent
place for eareer education in my classroom curriculum.

They have since the first implementation last year.

By using the units and spending a little more time talking
about careers when they appear in our newspapers, etc.

I have always tried to individualize whatever type of work we
were doing as much as possible:

More individualized.

I try to allow more time for working on coojects that the
children are interested in personally.

24. AS a result of your experience in Project AWAKE, do you feel increased
respect for the opinion of others regarding solutions to educational
problems as they relate to career

Comments

I always try to respect the-opinion of others, educationally

and otherwise.

Each individual has different experiences;and therefore sees
_problems from a different light than I light, and to see the
problem from many angles brings About a better Solution.

Resource persons especially gave the studehts the desire to works
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Definitely, I realize how really unprepared we are as
teachers to make the child's learning experiencedrelevant
to future carterd,and we must be willing to consult others
who have experiences different from ours.

Especially.in-the development of future curriculum and atudent
interest: 1 ,

The feeling toward non-college degree jobs are respected more
by the students,and myself.

it is easier toee how important and relevant career education
is to every student.

In answer to Questions Nos. 24, 25, and 26, I feel that it-was
.a, rewarding experience and a learning experience. Pm glad I '

I worked on the project and I hope to be able to work on it in
the future again.

I see how field trips and room visitors can now be used more
afectively in career education.

I am constantly asking others now of any programs or lessons they
are dealing with that I might'incorporate into my units. -

I have alwayt respected the opinions of others.

Due to the make-up of areas in which the various schools are,
located, needs vary. When we developed math Oroblets as a
result of field trips, the situations would not be applicable
to others, so we had to keep more generalized.

People'who have worked in factories, laborers, etc., can relate
much valuable information to us.

I was very fortunate to have had the opportunity to yolk with
six very different people during the two years I was involved

with the project. Their views on education and their teaching
ideas greatly benefited me and helped increase my knowledge

of education.

25. As a result of your experiences in Project AWAKE, are you more
willing to work'with others to solve, instructional problems?
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;26.

Cbmmenta

It largave helped or added to the willingness but is not
solely responsible.

How to individualize - -obtain material.,

I believe the more cooperative everybody is, the more ground
there will be covered. Only if people work together.will aims
and goals be reached

4

Planning various a
coordinate materia

ties for the'students to do and

I'm looking forward to working with more new people with
new ideas on open 'C'assroom procedures ana-individualized,

instruction. ould attempt to gain understanding on how we
could be provid for the individual needs of all-children
as it applies to everyday life.

There is ample oppoifi'unity for team teaching --and team
development of work in relation to the-units.

,

This would be open to the occasion.- All instructiOnajoivel*-
problems must be dealt with. Eath'would need assistance.

The more people, the more ideas and.the more we can encompass
into the child's learning experiences. (This I felt was a
weakness in the revision. There weren't enough people to get
many, varied ideas).

Writing as a group seemed to brin&solutions.to problems olk

motivAting slower children, and yet not boring the taster
students.

I'd hope I've always been willing.

With curriculum development;
I s

As a esult.of your expefiences, in PrOject AWAKE, are you more
able to evaluate certaiTeducational praotices in your school?

4

i3 :3
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Comments

The opportunity of having more freedom in the classroom.

AWAKE won't work if children are forced to sit in their

seats while working, and the administration must realize

this.

How the-child's school subjects are more relevant to his

everyday experiences and his future experieacei.

We tend to go along with new ideas, philosophies,, nd

programs in this school, but many of the old or older ways

are set first with more emphasis. This then seems to bog

down the practice.

-Wipes of or methods of teaching used. 4

In my situation I am permitted to make field trips at my

convenience. I can arrange to take small groups short

distances. Many teachers are not permitted this freedom.

To some degree, but people are sometimes not receptive to

your suggestions. We do not have a difficult time now just

handling the curriculum as it is.

Expecting fourth graders to study "Social Studies" from one

textbook.

I would hope that I can be of some influence in attempting'

to, encourage each teacher in my school to use the units ink,

an attempt to have the career education prograM become a

continuous process from K-1/ in our school. system, The

Open classroom and individualized-instruction should replace

some rigid procedures.

Content of our present curriculum--are all subject areas

necessary--should there be more educating students to find

own answers.

Keep the students inquiring and provide_resourcevto

answer.these questions.,

Some prictices are wasteful because they have no meaning to

. the students. After working on the project, it is easier to

see simple concepts which need to be developed so that the

child can begin to formulate ideas about himself.

rs
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Makes one question some things are done.

6

I don't-think the computer printout form of the career
projects is getting to enough people. There should be a
better way of presenting the career idea so that more
people will use it.

27. In building the AWAKE resource unit, wan concern given for
individual pupil growth and development patterns?

Comments

Setting the program as was suggested by the staff so.that
those who missed any preceding competencies would be able
to work with them at any time prior to the level he would
be on at this time.

In AWAKE, revision of certain educational concepts were
designed for each step in the educational process of the
elementary child.

Sometimes I felt the program could have been more developmental
to grade levels. (This was difficult to do).

28. Please evaluate the following list of activities as to the degree of
helpfulness in developing the units.

Comments

No comments.
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T(iacher Responses To
The Projeict AVfake User Questionnaire

f

1'. In your opinion was thita u4t oriented toward career awareness for

the elementary studenti?

. Comments
1

!

I

No comments. 1 i

,

.
1

2. Did you experience dithcylty in obtaining the materials or measuring
.

devices listed in the unit? - '

i4

Comments

Materials listed in; the unit are still difficult to.obtain,
but I had no lack 0 materials.

Some limitations of materials because our library is away
from our building. (St.. Philips)

Just activities per grade level.

Some of the activities at first printout were not listed or
just not coded at all.

There is still a need for more materials in personal services
especially on the primary level.. Most materials were not for
third graders. For this unit in partieulai, it was hard to
find materials that they,themselves could use.

Materials axle not difficult to obtain' if you allow sufficient
time in prellanning.

3. 'Are the instructional activities restricted by the physical facilities

of the school?

Comments (most teachers indicated no),7,,

Lack of space.

4. Do you feel that by using this.guide, you could more effectively
utilize state syllabi or local courses of study?

89
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Comments

I feel that this material can be related to all areas of study.

They would not have to be used in place of, but in addition to

the others.
L

Good suppjemental material.'

Of course when ideas are implemented in this way, more can be
covered at the same time.

Any unit of this type can only be of benefit if used correctly
and enlarges a child's learning experiences which is the purpose
of education.

It. gave many useful ideas.

This year the units were sa poor that very few activities came
out for the students.

There can no doubt be more effectiveness when so many other minds

are involved.

Never from a test have my students learned the four fa4Ors of-
production as they did from following through on thii unit.

The in depth varities of activities and constructions enabled
the student to b tter understand limitations and possibilities
of transportatio

6. If you had taught the same unit previously, did the past experience
lessen your use of the guide?

Comments

Had more of own ideas and those obtained from other sources.

Ac\uilly-I taught a lot from last year's ideas on the guide algo.
Also, I feel it was much easier for me to teach because I had
helped to develop this unit and it was much easier to make sug-
gestions for altering activities and making new ones.

7. in your prsintout for individual students, were the number of suggestions
relating to content, activities, materials, and measuring devices
sufficient?

Comments

We made several decoupages and mobiles not mentioned.

90-
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Some children had no activities.

Not individually, but as a class, yes.

Would have liked to have seen more activities, tesou ces.

The mos activities any student had was two anCabout one-third
of the had none.

Some of \the objectives didn't have enough activities. Also, I
feel Onthis level, there aren't enough variety of activities.

Activities were limited, the childten's ingenuity surpassed the
printouts. (i.e. advertising)

Limited activities.

Some of these units are geared too highly. The teacher must
improvise'or adapt it to her grade level.

Some areas, expecially funeral director, had few activities.
I wasn't too pleased with our rewrites in this unit. I think

we would have done better to start over than'to fit in what we
had to new guidelines that we hadn't originally intended. .0

8. Would you consider a laboratory, demonstrating class, or Other
in-service training of value in helping you to learn how to
implement units?

Comments

I helped to develop the units so I feel I am qualified to
teach them.

I feel experience in using the guides the most helpful.
This year's units were much smoother and more meaningful
because I was not groping as much.

4
I'd like some'new ideas on how.to implement these. I think

it would be a good idea.

Definitely.

9. Is the instructional staff at your school adequatrler he effective

utilization of the guide? je.g. media specialists, instructional
leadership, and other teachers). C.
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Comments

We don't have media specialists.

I. am working independently.

Some feel I am wrong using the units aed make it difficult for

me.

10. Were you 4ven sufficient informatiop and guidance prior,to using

4nd duri the use of, the units?

Comments

No Comments.

11. As a result of using Ole...Guide, haie you subsequently used other
resources (either in or out of school) more extensively?

Comments

Field trip, visitor.

A
'Would use much more so - but field trips were out.

IMS

Children take individual trips into offices, stores, and visit

resource people.

Resource people and places, related literature.

We now have a typewriter and cash register, available for use

at all times.

Find myself using the textbook lbss and other resources more.

Tape recordings made by individuals, interviews, and resource

people.

field trips - more use of.R.I.M.C. and library.

12. Do you possess different ideas, persuasions, and viewpoints about
education and its. processes since your experience with'the guide?

Comments

Have always felt individual activities and emphasis on the world

of work was important.
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Children can understand more and do riOre_than 1 felt. they

could previously. ri

I feel I am more aware of how children learn.
O.

I learned along with the children the various uses of

machines and computers. I also learned more about the
business operations in our area..

Many sound filmstrips, accompanied by books inspired slower
readers.

More child participation, more classroom freedom.

Education and careers need to come together since'they are
4?asically the same.

Itepecially.from the in-service training included, I realize
how important career awareness is, and'I feel it's an
exciting and interesting area to study and teach.

13. Are you more aware of problems in education and career education
specifically in your own school and classroom as a_result of using

the guide?

Comments

No comments.

14. Has the use of the materials in Project AWAKE changed the teacher-

., pupil relationships in Our classroom?.

4

Comments'

There is a freedom and individual responsibility promoted
by the printouts, never found in a formal class.

More give on children's part and take on teachers' part. They

do matv5.1garn more.

I, know more about their abilities, their interests, etc.

Better understanding of the main goal in education.

Children seam inspired by ideas.

Made with the different groups seems to foice a closer
teacher- student understanding.

f) ')
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A more individualized approach.

Working with the different groups seems to force a closer

teacher-student understanding.

Much closer situation.

Do more projectawaftd independent work. The pupils like it.

15. Has the use of the guide influenced your classroom procedures?

Comments

This child participation carries over to the'formal classes.

Somewhat as students are doing more individualized activities.

More individualization and group work.

More independent, and group work is done.

To the extent that the'children can now use more equipment
in the classroom.

16. Are.you planning to use this unit again?

Comments

No- comments.

a

17. Would,you like to usepther units?

Comments

A No comments.

18. Would you like to work as part of a team in developing a unit?

Comments

'No comments.
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19. Do you feel that you have adequately been informed as to the format

an, methodology of Project AWAKE as it is to be used in your classroom?

Comments

Having worked two summers with writing and coding, I can say

"yes".

Individual printouts at this grade level are a problem.

I worked sit writing and coding for twqrsuMmers.

Yes, because it can be changed and use0in many different
ways, as_ you can see fit.

I worked on original units.

For my age level, "Kindergarten", this unit had a great many,

activities so that the material had interest areas for all

students in my class.
a.

20. In your opinion what are the strong points of Project AWAKE?

Comments

Child more aware of h-4 community and what's available in

the community rather than being isolated in school six hours

per day.

A development of interest in new academic careers. Developing

responsibility in the. individual. Learning is fun.

Awareness of dignity and pride.in job for manual labor.

Somany interesting areas to work in. Readily adapted to
group, independent, and total work.

Individualized, 5omplete -- it's a start in the right direction

for gducationt6day.

The type of instruction is different and crea s a lot of interest.

Wide variety to activities and resources; als

2Children becoming aware of the 2 ny opport.mities in the world

of work.

.Children become more aware of world of work and the variety

,of jobs.
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What the term AWAKE stands for -- a career awareness. So

many youngsters are complet4IY in the dark concerning so many

occupations.

The enthusiasm of the students to use it.

Programmed learning, resource and activity suggeseions,.
ability of students to work on their own:

1.

Resources not normally available:

21. In your opinion What reas of Project AWAKE should be altered or

improved?

*Comments

In my particular unit; 4..he activity section must be strengthened

(e.g., Business).

More input from teachers iriVolved so asto,see a var ety of
classroom techniqUes, advantages, and disadvantages. Maybe
a circulation of some type of bulletin of works which has been

0 done by various teachers and their clasOes.

Hopefully in writing new units, we will have time to
spend oh aCtivitie0 and materials have guidelines before
we be n.

Always room for improvement as far as Materials are concerned.

A plan must be followed in a -School district so that all
units are covered in their six years of elementary school.

Morevaried objectives for the separate grade levels.
More varied activities for some objectives.

More differenactivities. This- unit's oblectives,were too
much%toward self awareness rather than career awareness (manufacturing)

, -

Printouts for the elementary should be simplified.,

More math, more activities.

1
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22. How do you think the methodology in the Project compares with
methodologi:aof teaching techniques used in your school?

Comments

Superior for language arts and social studies.'

Project
.
methodologies are more individualized,

, I felt that it lent to much better teaching methods, sail as
individual, large, and small groups. It allows for

'independent work and research. It lends itself much
better to this than regular school work, in.which everyone
is in the same book on the same subject more often.

Na.

Because of its organization, it should fit in all types oK\
classrooms.

'Fits in pretty good for my classrooi.

The project fits to with our method of teaching.

There is quite a bit ofindOidual and group work being dOne
presently so this fits in nicely.

Were not alike -- but have sloWly been more and more similar.

From how I teach (now, that is) they seem to differ little.

No.

23. How do yOu feel the children react to the materials and methodology
In the Project?

Comments --
'De

A favorable response. An opportunity for them to show
themselves and get away from therigid text-styled learning.

They enjoy it. It shOws them education in a new way.

Quite well.

They enjoy ha ng their own work to do and like to work in
small imoups a d individually:

9 7
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They. have been quite excited about working with the printouts.
Their name on these make it even more enticing, The work being,
well planned and organized for them has an encouragin eaction
with each student:

They enjoy the j.ndiiridual attention from the use of their own
"prints" and being able to pick their own activities.

Children seem to adapt very well. They like the idea of having
their own particular activity to work on.

They enjoy it very much. Gives them a chancellto decide what they
want to do and to work on their own.

I feel they enjoy the experience of working on projects, etc.,
that improve their future awareness.

Yes, the children like the idei-of choosing their own objectives.
They like a,change orpace. They work enthusiastically. They
enjoy freedom within the limits.

They like this program. They like the materials but can.'t

interpret many of the activities and objectives 'to know what
to do without guidance. But they really like working on this
ptogram.

They enjoyed the freedom of a research followed"by suggested
printouts but then became frustrated when they tried to read
them. These should be simplified and more step-by-step

1. directions given.

They enjOyed every period. The weaker were led to use their
gifts, while 4be stronger student was never limited by an -
exercise or page. There was always more to do and research
is never ending.

I
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'Appendix E a

)0

Administrator 3Questionnaire-

PrOjecr.:,AWAKE.

193- 1974

1.
,

.

1. Do you feel that you have adequately bien informed as to the'format and progressla,
Project AWAKE as it is used in yolsr schoolq Please-elaborate.

t

2. In your apiniefiiihat are the strong po to of Project AWAKE?

3. In your-opinion what areas of Project AWAKE should be altered or improved?

4. Haw do you think the methodology in the Project compares with netWologies or teaching
techniques used in your school?

C

4

5. How 0 you feel the children react to the materials and methodology in the. project?

Describe briefly. -- 4.1/4

ot



Administrator ResponsesTo
. The Project AWAKE User Questionnaire

1. Do you feel that you have adequately been'informed as to the format
and progress of Project AWAKE as it is used in your schools? Please
elaborate.

Comments

YeS, we are using the program readily.

Field trips, film.strips, literature, L.U. AV materials.

The coverage has been good.

Pupils have been excited and have cooperated with the program.
w

I am aware of the program as it is being used in our school.

No.

2. In your.opinion what are,the strong points of Project AWAKE? "

Comments

The,responsibility of completing the project rest on the pupils'
shoulders. They can complete as much and as many of the projects
as they desire.

*X"

Individualization:\

Variety of activities from which the students are to Choose:

Lists of available materials.

Subject areas more related to the world of work.

New units, printouts with.objectives, content, and activities
arranged more orderly.

Individual attention for child's interest.

.
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3. In your opinion, what areas of Project AWAKE should be altered or improved?

Comments ..

We must localize the materials. 'It is difficult to secure
materials from another schoOl. The same is true if a school

desires to use AV materia4.
--

-Bulkiness and confusion of printouts.

Difficulty of handling 30-35 students at one time.

More help needed for those teachers who were not involved in
writing the programs.

Limited field trips.

Lack of money.

4. How do you think the mAthodology in the Project compares with methodologies

or teaching techniques used in your school?

Comments.

We use much of the ;methods employed in our classes.

Children are aware.ofVhat they must do.,,

Our system is geared to the individual student, therefore, the
programs would work well together.,

Favorably.

5. How do you feel the children react 'to the materials and methodology,

in the project? Describe briefly.

Comments

They like to uncover new materials and different approaches in
their search to complete their work.

Most children like the program and like.doing something new and
different, however some children cannot work independently.

Children enjoy working as individuals, getting their own phntouts,

etc.
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Appendix F

STUDENT'S NAME

SCEOOL

PHONE NO.

OBJECTIVES

AWAKE RESOURCE GUIDE REQUEST FORM

GRADE LEVA

1. K
2. 1

3. 2

4. 3

GENERAL INTERESTS

UNIT TITLE-

FORM - LI

TEACHER'S NAME

SUBJECT AREA

REQUEST DATE

LEARNER VARIABLES'

9. Airplanes
10. Bikes
11. Camping
12. Cars/Trucks
13. Clubs
14. Colors
15. Construction (making things)
16. Dancing
17. Dramatics
18. Drawing
19. Drugs/Narcotics
20. Earth
21: Ecology
22. Electricity
23. Entertainment
24. Fables/Fairy Tales

25. Family
26. Famous People/Places
27. Farming/Gardening
28. Fashions/Grooming
29. Food/Cooking
30. Friends

31. Games/Puzzles
32. Geography
33. History
34. Hobbies
35. Horses
36. Hunting/Fishing/Trapping
37. Language

1 0 2. ,

99

5. 4

6. 5

7. 6

8. Above

38.

39.

40.

41.

42.

43.

44.

45.
46.

47.

48,

49.

-50.

51.

52.

53.

54.

55.

.56,

57.

58.

59.

60.

61.

62.

63.

64.

65.

66.

Magic
Mathematics.
Models
Money
Music
Mysteries/AdVentures
Needlecraft
Neighborhood
Painting
Pets
Photography
Play
Politics
Pre-historic Animals
.Racing

Reading
Religion'
School
Science
Scouting/4-H
Social Problems
Space

Sports
Stars/Planets
Television/Radio
Tdys
Travel
Wildlife
Writing



ACHIEVEMENT

67. Low Achiever
68. Average Achiever

READING LEVI H

TO BE COMPLETED BY TEACHERS ONLY

69. High Achiever

70. Reading dgLiniss 75. 4.0
71. Primer 76. 5.0
72. 1.0 77. 6:0
73. 2.0 78. 7.0
74. 3.0 79. 8.0

80. 9.0+
MATH PLACEMENT

81. Readiness 84. Mastery of all skills on
82. Has not mastered 75% of skills

on checklist in manual.
checklist in manual and
requires advanced skills.

83. Mastery of 75% (or above)

of skills on checklist in manual.

HANDICAPS

85. Partially Sighted 92. Visually Impaired
86. Hard of Hearing 93. Hearing Impaired
87. Fine Motor Disability 94. Crippled and Health Impaired
88. Short term Impaiiment 95. Ehotionally Disturbed
89. Long Term Impairment 96. Socially Maladjusted
90. Educable Mentally Retarded 97. Remedial Reader
91. Speech Impaired 98: Learning Disability

SCHOOL DISTRICT

99. Conneaut 102. PENNCREST
100. Corry 103. Titusville
101. Crawford Central

INSTRUCTIONAL GOALS

104. K - What is Work? 108. '4 - Whom do people work with?
105. 1 - What are the occupations? 109. 5 - Vtere are thcse jcbs?
106. 2 - Who works in the

occupations?
110. 6 - How do workers accomplish

their jobs?
107. 3 L What is the life-style?

REINFORCEMENT ACTIVITIES 1

203. Primary
204. Intermediate



r

AWAKE - FORM. -II

TO BE COPYLETED'BY TEACHER'S ONLY

STUDY AREA
e

111. Art 117.
112. Home Economics 118.
113. Industrial Arts 119.
114. Language 120.
115. Language Arts 121.
116. Mathematics

122.

123.

124.

104'

Music
Science
gocail Studies
Reading ,

Interdisciplinaiy (self-contained
classroom)

Special Education
Adaptive -afirRegular Physical

Education
Health

t.
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AWAKE PRE -PLANNING RESOURCE GUIDE

TEACHER'S REQUEST FORM

FORM II

TEACHER'S NAME UNIT TITLE

SCHOOL REQUEST DATE

SUBJECT AREA

CLASS USE DATE

PhONE NO.

OBJECTIVES,

GENERAL CLASS OBJECTIVES

GRADE LEVEL

PROFESSI0ML DECISION-MAKING
.--VARIABLES

1. K 5. 4

2. 1 .6. 5

3. 2 7. 6

4. 3 8. Above

SCHOOL DISTRICT

99: Conneaut 102. PENNCREST

100. Corry 103. Titusville

101. Crawford Central

`INSTRUCTIONAL GOALS

104.

105.

106.

107.

K - What is pork?
1 - What are the occupations?
2 - Who works in the

occupations?
3 - What is the life-style?

10.a4 - Whom do people work with?

109: 5 - 'Where are these fobs?

170: %0,-,How do 'workers accomplish
their jobs?

STUDY AREA
4

111. Art 117. Music,
112. Home'Economics 118. ,elence

113. Industrial Arts 119. Social Studies

114. Language 120,r Reading

115. Language Arts 121, Interdisciplingry
(Self-contained Classroom)

116. Mathematics Special Education
123. Adaptive and Regular Physical

Education
124. Health

105
A



E'

. SUGGESTED APPROACH

125. Introductory Activity-
126. Developmental Activity
127. Culminating Activity

ACTIVITIES
(Cogrive)
.

(Affei'tive)

128. Knowledge 134. Receiving,
129. Comprehdnsion 135. Responding
130. Application 136. Valuing
131. Analysis 137.' Organization
132. Synthesis 138. Characterization by a Valde
133. Evaluation

139.

140.

141.

INSTRUCTIONAL GROUPING

(Psychomotor)

Duration
Frequency
Complexity

142. Individual Activity
143. Small Group Activity
144. Large Group Activity

INSTRUCTIONAL ACTIVITY

Ira

.

145. Construction 156. Interview
146. Creation 157. Experiment
147. uemonstration 158. Listening
148. Design 159.\ List

249. Discussion 160. Physical/Tactile/Kinesthetic
150. Dramatization 161. Problem Solving
151. Research/Investigation 162. Reading
152. Field Trip , 163. Singing
153. Game 164. Speech
154. Oral Language Development 165. Observatidn
155. 'Collection, 166. Writing

167. Visit

10r
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WIERIALS
AWAKE -- FORM - II

163. Art Materials 179. Magazines/Newspapers
369. Felt Boards 180. Ma s
370. Books .181. phlets
171. Bulletin Board Kits 182.

.P

P ogrammed Materials
172. Charts 183. cords
173. Films 184. ommunity Resource Places
174. Film Strips/Film Loops 185. lides/Photographs
175. Puppets 186. Tapes
176. Models 187. Transparencies
177. Instructional Toys 188. Vertical File Materials
178. Games 189. Resource Persons

190. Video Tapii
191. Paraphernalia
192. Microgilm/Microfiche

EVALUATION DEVICES

193. Standardized Test 198. Selective Observation
194. Written Examination 199. Log/Diary
195. Written Report 200. Oral Examination
196. Checklist 201. Oral Report
197. Rating Scale 202. Creation and/or Construction

REINFORCEMENT ACTIVITIES

203. Primary
204. Intermediate

1 0
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